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ABSTRACT  
 
Introduction 
Brimming with passions and gifts, youth with disabilities have much to offer beyond the              
traditional label as beneficiaries of aid.  
 
The SPD Youth Development Program seeks to reverse this deficiency paradigm, by equipping             1

youth with disabilities with social innovation skills and empowering them to catalyse inclusive             
change. This paper shares insights gleaned from a two-year experimental program that tries to              
change perspectives on disabilities and engender greater inclusion in Singapore. In particular,            
we focus on an inclusive edition undertaken in 2018, where youths with (a variety of) and                
without disabilities partnered on a spectrum of projects to foster greater disability inclusion over              
a 6-month period.  
 
Theoretical Framework & Methods 
We used the Head, Heart and Hands model for transformational learning (Orr, 1992 in              
Singleton, 2015) as the program structure and basis for impact measurement. We designed the              
program into a three-phase experience comprising Discovery (uncovering participants’ gifts,          
values and motivations for the program), Equipping (training participants in social innovation -             
Design Thinking, the Social Business Model Canvas and more - through experiential learning),             
and Execution (implementation supported by consultation / trouble shooting clinics). To assess            
the effectiveness of learning and application, we measured participants’ pre and post responses             

1 SPD is a disability services and support charity based in Singapore. They have served persons with disabilities 
since 1964.  
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on the transformational learning dimensions, for individual sessions, as well as at the program              
level. We combined these semi-quantitative data with qualitative information derived from           
participant interviews undertaken throughout the program duration. As the program has just            
drawn to a close and the data is being analysed, we will share our findings during the                 
Conference.  
 
Conclusion  
In closure, we will further examine the program in light of Kendall et al.’s (1990) framework for                 
service and learning, and propose the addition of an asset-based mindset and methodology as              
the eleventh principle to this foundational model. As the first inclusive program of its kind that                
leverages the strengths of youth with disabilities, and structures inclusiveness within a            
multi-ability setting, we hope the lessons shared here will set the foundation for similar disability               
inclusion efforts, glocally. 
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